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Is this a technical problem or a social problem?
So Many Identity Management Efforts

OpenID Foundation
Internet2
NIST NSTIC work
Internet Identity Workshop
More than 2,200 identity providers
NIH effort
General web access control
Banking/security
Access control at your institution

How well does your library and your IT department interact?
Is IP-based authentication the easiest way to NOT interact?
Identity Management at your institution
Identity Management and Privacy

SAML baked-in privacy from the start
NISO Privacy Principles
Better access management can be done without compromising privacy
Let’s learn from each other

Several SSO best practices have been developed.
Let’s use them!
What more do we need to do beyond implement and improve technology?

There is so much more to this than implementing a spec.

How do you get people to know about it and to use it?
How do we make this an approach everyone can implement?

Not every institution/publisher has the same staffing, skills, resources.
SAML implementation isn’t plug and play technology.
Can we sustain momentum for years?
The only way to get there is to get there together
Let’s talk...
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